Announcements

Canceled Events: Following SW directives and to minimize contact among people that could spread the coronavirus, we will be cancelling our Friday Seminars for the semester, the Toolik Field Station event celebrating the opening of its Fairbanks base station, and the Irving-Scholander Memorial Lecture, scheduled in April. We hope all of these events will be rescheduled soon.

Meanwhile, here is an excellent analysis of where we are, planet-wise, with the covid19 transmission and associated mortality, and how immediate social distancing is our best recourse, especially in Alaska since we are at the initial stages of the outbreak.

Biomedical and One Health seminar, 4-5pm, March 16, 2020. Joe McLaughlin, Alaska state epidemiologist, will present "Update on the epidemiology of COVID-19." The seminar will be available via Zoom through this link: https://alaska.zoom.us/j/679649970

Events and Seminars
No events scheduled.

New IAB Publications

Legend: f=faculty, r=research scientist, s=staff, e=emeritus, a=affiliate, g=grad student, p=post-doc, u=undergrad student, h=high school student

See the UAF Cornerstone for more news and events (http://uafcornerstone.net/).

Today’s Quote
The true art of memory is the art of attention.
Samuel Johnson